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In this paper, the focus is upon objects from Africa1 given as official presents to Josip Broz Tito that today make part of the Museum of Yugoslav History (MYH) collections. The aim of the paper is to propose a framework for
their further study, relying on the empirical data obtained through research
of MYH collections in the period 2009–2012, as well as a detailed review
of all the available documentation on museum objects. Employing discursive
analysis as a method for this paper, we look closely at objects’ basic purpose
and their meaning as gifts, their standing within a collection, as well as the
past narratives that have marked how we understand them today. Within
conclusion, their potential to contribute to better defining of cultural memory
in the present is emphasized.2

1 Among them: Algeria, Angola, Botswana, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, CongoBrazzaville (PR Congo), Congo-Kinshasa (DR Congo), Dahomey, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon,
Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Malagasy Republic, Malawi, Mali,
Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania,
Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, UAR, Upper Volta, Zambia.
2 This paper has been developed from an unpublished conference draft, proposed and accepted as abstract
under the title of “Objects from Africa in the Museum of Yugoslav History (Belgrade, Serbia)” for ASA 55th
Annual Meeting – IX‐F‐9 Africa in the Market: The Circulation of African Art in the 20th and 21st Centuries
(Part I), Chair: Forni, Silvia, Royal Ontario Museum, Christopher B. Steiner, Connecticut College. As the
author was prevented from participating in the conference, the draft was mentioned and commented upon
by other panellist (December 2012).
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Сажетак
Кључне речи:
афрички предмет,
музеј, Југославија,
Тито, збирка,
презентација

У овом раду у фокусу су предмети из Африке, поклоњени као званични дарови Јосипу Брозу Титу, који данас чине део збирки Музeја историје Југославије (МИЈ). Циљ рада је да предложи оквир за њихово даље
проучавање, темељећи се на емпиријским подацима добијеним током
истраживања фондова МИЈ у периоду од 2009. до 2012. године, као и на
детаљном прегледу целокупне расположиве документације о музејским
предметима. Користећи дискурзивну анализу као метод у овом раду, ауторка разматра основну сврху предмета и њихово значење као поклона,
њихово припадање једној колекцији, као и прошле наративе који су обележили начине на које их данас разумемо. Њихов потенцијал за допринос јаснијем дефинисању културног памћења у садашњости наглашен је
у оквиру закључка.

Introduction
The Museum of Yugoslav History is the
third institution in a row that occupies fairly
the same location as its predecessors, the “25th
May Museum” (opened in 1962), and the Memorial Center “Josip Broz Tito” (opened in
1982) whose collections it has inherited.3 Their
history is complex and deeply involved with
politics, which also influenced their popularity: turning them into frequently visited places
or extremely marginalized ones. Intriguingly,
within the last decade, the MYH has reached
one of its popularity peaks, with the renewed
interest of peoples, predominantly from former
Yugoslav republics, in this part of their shared
history, which puts its content and representations under more attentive public scrutiny.
A large part of the present MYH collection
that consists, among other things, of objects
that are of interest to this study,4 has grown
as the accumulation of gifts presented to Josip
Broz Tito, President of the Socialist Federative
Republic of Yugoslavia.5 The era of the 1960s
and 1970s was very important for Yugoslavia in terms of international politics since it
3 The MYH was given its name in 1996, when also a merging of
two collections took place, one from the Memorial Center “Josip
Broz Tito” and another from the Museum of Revolution. For this
paper, only the objects from Tito’s “collection” are of interest.
4 Total number of objects in the MYH is around 75,000. There are
more than 500 “African objects” in collections, as far as it has been
possible to conclude based on museum documentation.
5
After the WWII, he was the Prime Minister (1944–1963),
President (later President for Life) (1953–1980) of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY).
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gained in importance through the establishment of the Non-aligned Movement (NAM).6
The elaborate and strict protocols of international relations comprised the exchange of
presents between high officials. A rather vague
expression “objects from Africa” in the title of
this paper refers to a variety of items received
from high officials from a number of African
countries, which entered museum collection
on a sole criterion of a gift to a statesman. There
is an astonishing array of political personalities of different backgrounds that met with
President Tito, either in Yugoslavia or abroad,
to name only some from African countries:
Ibrahim Abboud, Ahmadou Ahidjo, Ahmed
Ben Bella, Jean-Béddel Bokassa, Omar Bongo,
Houari Boumediene, Habib Bourguiba, Kofi
Abrefa Busia, Luís Cabral, Muammar al-Gaddafi, Hassan II of Morocco, Kenneth Kaunda,
Modibo Keïta, Joséph Désiré Mobutu, Gamal
Abdel Nasser, Marien Ngouabi, Agostinho
Neto, Kwame Nkrumah, Julius Nyerere, Sylvanus Olympio, Anwar el-Sadat, Haile Selassie I,
Léopold Sédar Senghor, Ahmed Sékou Touré,
Moussa Traoré, William Tubman and others.
The rarity of the MYH collection as a whole,
which is one of its main public features, stems
from its opulence and, almost incredible array
6 Prominent political figures such as Jawaharlal Nehru from India,
Gamal Abdel Nasser from Egypt, Sukarno from Indonesia,
Kwame Nkrumah from Ghana, and Josip Broz from Yugoslavia,
and a number of other participants gathered in Belgrade for
the first Conference of the Non-aligned Movement (NAM) in
September of 1961.
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of different styles and tastes invested into it.
Big attractive exhibitions, which have becоme
popular in the last couple of years,7 tend to
show somewhat decadent and luxurious lifestyle of Tito, particularly through gifts he received, and they offer a glimpse into Tito’s
life, freed from the ideological buffer that was
wrapping it during the years of his rule.
However, when it comes to “objects from
Africa” (although it might apply for many
other as well), this paper is particularly concerned with three aspects that have to be taken
into consideration in their research and representation. It is their meaning as a present
and the message they conveyed, their standing
within this heterogeneous collection, as well as
the importance of past narratives that marked
them contextually (particularly the narrative
of the non-alignment), understood as cultural
memory in the present.

experiences and memories, various countries
were faced with that urge to find stronghold for
collective cultural identities. The search for national identities expressed through arts served
to solidify the notions of belonging.

Nation and Narration [1]:
the meaning of an official present
The official gifts on such a high state level,
tend to reflect national identity or a particular
image related to it. As Errington [2] remarks,
African countries in the 20th century correspond, in their aspirations towards the narrative of nationhood, to European countries of
the 19th century. Nevertheless, it should not be
forgotten that in many African countries in the
period after decolonization, to define the idea
of nationhood was not as simple a task. Arts
became an important support to politics. Par
example, when we talk today of négritude, we
cannot understand it thoroughly without correlation between its aspects of project in culture and politics, without the associations not
only to Léopold Sédar Senghor’s art, but also to
work of numerous other artists, from the field
of visual arts and crafts, theater, music, etc.;
or, the Pan-Africanism of Kwame Nkrumah,
without certain cultural markers such as kente
textile, which transformed from the court
Asantehene’s cloth, into universal symbol of
Pan-African unity. In relation to their colonial
7 Some of the examples are: Comrade President’s Paintings Collection
(2012), Royal Gifts (2013).

Illustration 1

Side by side with the national narrative is
the narrative of economic development: in
order to provide guarantees of continuity, the
first one reaches for the past, and the second
one for the future. Therefore, archaeological
treasures and tradition-based artefacts were
proofs of continuity in establishing nationhood, while newly crafted objects demonstrated the ability to grow and develop: with these
two aspects, both ends of the linear (Western)
idea of progress are being covered.
There is a set of objects in the MYH collection, given by Kwame Nkrumah in 1961, that
perhaps in the best possible way illustrates
what it means to give a present so stratified
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in meanings, so well thought of, that every
luxury in it comes out of the purpose of the
underlying context (illustration 1). It is a set
that consists of kente textiles, a stool covered
with golden leaves, traditional sandals and
jewellery, all followed by a brochure featuring explanations written by Kofi Antubam,
Nkrumah’s counselor on art matters, whose
selection contributed to the splendor of the
gift. One of the explanations says that “...The
offering of a cloth as a gift in Ghana’s tradition symbolizes warmth and protection in social activity. This particular cloth is a Kente,
Ghanaian traditional hand-woven material,
which is one of the several designs, is called
Ododow-ase-nnhye and it is offered here to
symbolize the wisdom of the saying, “We do
not perish when we are many”. Its basic blue
colour denotes peace in Ghanaian traditional
life. And, it is used here to symbolize Ghana’s
ardent desire for peace generally in the world,
and in Africa in particular” [3, 4].
As most of those types of objects were first
used at the Asante court that reigned over federation established as early as the 16th century on the territories of contemporary Ghana,
there is a clear reference to historical continuity. At the same time, these words bring
references to Ghanaian tradition with its emphasis on unity, and they also reflect the ideology of Nkrumah’s Pan-Africanism.
The present from Léopold Sédar Senghor relies on tradition as well, but interprets it as the
source and not the pattern, which is in accordance with Senghor’s ideology of négritude. A
tapestry signed by Mamadou Wade, Senegalese
painter who was employed to have his designs
done in Thiès [5], differs by its contemporaneity from a number of similar gifts (illustration 2). During his visit to Yugoslavia, in 1975,
Senghor honored an annual manifestation of
poetry, that was taking place in Struga (nowadays in the FYR of Macedonia), by attending
it as its laureate. On this occasion, and from
his talks to Josip Broz, we find out further that
questions of national culture were as ever important and dear to him. He said in his parting
toast to Broz: “It would be impossible that we,
4

Mister President, do not see that the independence of the spirit is a necessary condition for
all other forms of independence. It is why you,
as we do, constantly strive to national identity,
above all the cultural identity” [6].

Collection as the Image
of the World [7, 8]:
object’s place within a collection
It should be mentioned that Tito’s travels,
as well as other statesmen’s arrivals to Yugoslavia, also had a secondary effect, where through
wider gift exchange (smaller gifts to other officials and the staff, as it can be seen through
detailed lists in the Yugoslav Archives) as well
as through media reception of those visits, a
particular openness towards African – and in
these terms other then-called “non-European”
– cultures started to be created in Yugoslavia.

Illustration 2

There were collectors who, in spite of the
public discourse of resentment towards Western-type museums founded from “colonial
plunder”, applied all the rules of amateur collecting that was, according to numerous writers [9] flourishing during the 1960s and 1970s.
A suitable illustration could be a small museum that also belongs to the epoch of non-alignment, the Museum of African Art in Belgrade,
which was founded upon private collection of
Veda and Dr. Zdravko Pečar. It adopted all of
the necessary collector and museum criteria
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of the time. As primary institution for African
arts in the country, it has generally belittled
the MYH African objects sub-collection, or at
least some of its segments, considering most of
its objects expensive or even not-that-expensive souvenirs. It should come as no surprise
because the MYH collections were not architected according to the prevailing collector’s
criteria that emphasized, above all, pre-colonial qualities of an object [10].
Although there are examples of historic artworks as well, such as the statue of Osiris from
the 6th century B.C. given by Anwar el-Sadat,
president of the UAR, that served to make that
connection between current politics to ancient
past, or a graphic piece “Traditional Heritage
in Ghana in Murals” by Ghanaian author Alfred Owusu, that connects contemporaneity
with tradition, the majority of items in collection are neither archaeological findings, nor
contemporary art pieces. There is a large number of rather plain objects such as numerous
wooden and ivory busts, heads, profiles, animal figures, vases, ornaments, genre scenes,
namely almost every type of souvenir object
that was circulating African markets at the
time. Some of these objects distinct this collection from other museums’ so-called “African collections”: there is no connoisseurship
in a Western sense involved in their selection,
no criteria of pedigree or criteria of the previous usage in the society from which it derived.
Unbiased for its particular (and rather unintentional) reasons, this museum without specific criteria facilitated the accession of some
unconventional objects.
Since knowledgeable collecting that relies on
expertise (and experts) is understood as one of
the most important pillars of museum-as-such
discourse, its lack can prove to have important
consequences on its development, yet, more
importantly for this study, on how objects are
perceived. From its beginnings, this accumulation created a strange mixture of objects,
so heterogeneous that for a large number of
them none of the usually constructed categories (art, craft, ethnographic object, etc.) were
applicable, even though the attempt was made
to catalogue objects accordingly, yet with little

logic or success. From the distance of several decades, we can observe that the MYH lack
of judgment or specific taste, its non-collecting
derived from the nature of its assembling, actually provided early visibility for those objects
that were always dismissed as second-rate in
African art museums. It is important in that
sense that it disturbs the prevailing image and
the discourse of a Western-type museum displaying objects from African countries.
The haste that followed numerous protocol events, due to tight schedules, additionally
contributed to the eventual lack of information on most of the objects. Unfortunately,
as first handlers of the collection, apart from
protocol clerks, were usually (untrained in
this domain) military staff recording the objects, information in objects’ files are not only
scarce but sometimes even incorrect. It resulted in a serious shortage of first-hand information on objects.
However, for a number of objects such as
the set of ceramic vessels from Tipasa in Algeria (illustration 3) – the place of world known
pottery produced traditionally by women – it
is made easier since dedication is inscribed
within surface decoration. Given to Broz’s
spouse, Jovanka Broz, ceramic objects also
feature Berber symbols for prosperity, in the
form of triangles with center dots and zig-zagging and undulating lines. There is a number
of other objects sheltered in the MYH that has
the very context of an acquisition made distinctly visible.8

A different kind of curious?
The importance of past narratives
Presents from heads of state or officials from
African countries did not differ in general from
gifts received from other heads of state. They
were not more uncommon, strange or imaginative than other presents. Even though their rarity was not different from the rareness of other
8 During their visits to foreign countries, the Brozs also received
numerous gifts from cities, schools, workshops, factories,
orphanages etc. Those were carpets, purses, small furniture, home
details, staffs and batons, office table ensembles, etc, just to name
some, in order to illustrate the scope of the imagination behind
their selection.
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objects, those museum representation-related
references, that have been creating racial clichés
for centuries: from curio cabinets to European
fascination with artefacts of the “primitives”, always bore influence on the interpretation of an
object from Africa in a museum.

Illustration 3

Although rarely aimed at the representation
of objects from Africa, a number of the Memorial Center exhibitions treated them in the
scope of general “highlights” exhibitions, such
as “To Tito with respect” (Zagreb, 1986) and
“From the world to Tito” (Kumrovec, 1988).
The syntagm of “political friendship” with African countries, that was as discursively important in the epoch of the 1960s and 1970s, as to
be repeatedly present in political speeches and
– surprising as it may be – in private lives (particularly via media), also marks collections
and the very space of the MYH.
6

The only remaining permanent display in
the scope of the MYH, in the building of the
Old Museum,9 initially set up for the Memorial Center, in 1987, was changed in 2015. Long,
corridor-like museum space was covered wall
to wall with glass showcases, continuing in a
rather straight line through five rooms, interrupted only by a few stairs between them. From
the entrance on, ranging from local ethnic
objects, toward gifts from foreign politicians,
items were displayed in identical showcases.
Conceived as an ethnology-based exhibition,
apart from the tendency to represent all Yugoslav ethnicities using heterogeneity of their
national costumes and crafts to homogenize
them through their spatial proximity into one,
Yugoslav cultural identity, it also reflected the
image of the world that was rather superficial
and ideologically laden. Among the exhibits,
as in a contemporary curio cabinet, there were
Mangbetu knife, saddle from Tunisia, tortoise
shell from Angola, sabre from Libya, headgear and warrior costume with lion’s hair from
Ethiopia, arrows and spears from Kenya, calabashes from Nigeria, etc.
Numerous other reasons, besides procedures of acquisition or lack thereof, have made
this museum recently increasingly interesting
for curators and artists, as a modern-time curio cabinet. With its collections suitable for
different kinds of interpretations, particularly
when treated as a whole, another danger has
emerged: of denying individual objects their
meaning, such as when, perhaps paradoxically,
through emphasizing the collection heterogeneity, a homogenization of their characteristics happens. In such cases, the Museum and
its collections appear only as mise-en-scène
for curatorial or artistic interventions.

Instead of a conclusion
In the case of the MYH collections that are
of interest here, there was no other criterion
for their musealisation except for the criterion of a gift to one person, Josip Broz (which
sometimes extended to gifts received by his
9 One of three MYH buildings: the “25th May Museum”, the House
of Flowers (burial place of Josip Broz Tito), the Old Museum.
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spouse or some other state representatives).
When planning the official gifts, it was necessary to choose objects so as to reflect national
coherence and continuity: not only that continuity would strengthen the country’s presence by placing it within historical framework,
but this historical existence would grant it the
right over its own past, and therefore the right
to interpret historical narratives so crucial
to feelings of nationhood in its own manner.
Sometimes, the meaning of the gift was obvious, but in the case of a number of objects, the
lack of documentation made it quite difficult
to decipher the initial intentions.
Whatever the original meaning had been, it
should be emphasized that the moment of acquisition defined objects in such a way, that it
would be difficult to research or exhibit them

without taking it into consideration. Even
though this lack of methodology can be understood as a challenge to all other methodologies, it can never be understood as a methodology itself.
When it comes to objects from Africa in
Yugoslavia, the context of the non-alignment
and political climate of the time is perhaps
crucial to their better understanding, in terms
of their significance in Yugoslav cultural milieu. MYH collections, however, have already
shown the potential, due to all of the strata of
their meanings, to contribute to better defining of cultural memory in the present. That is
why it has become increasingly important to
gather more information on objects through
archival research, in order to provide more
space for plural museum narratives.
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1. Kente cloth, Ghana, 330x240cm and
110x106cm. A gift from Kwame Nkrumah, President of Ghana, during
Josip Broz Tito’s visit to Africa in
1961. Inv. No. 2106 E. Photo: a) by
Ana Sladojević, 201. b) Original documentation photo.
2. 
Tapestry, signed Mamadou Wade,
produced in Thiès, Senegal,
184x155cm. Most probably a present
from President Léopold Sédar Senghor during his visit to Yugoslavia in
1975. Inv. No 729 E. Photo: by Aleksandra Momčilović, 2010.
3. 
Former Permanent display in the
Old Museum (part of the Museum
of Yugoslav History), four objects in
the centre of the horizontal showcase are Tipasa ceramics, received in
Algeria, 1965. Inv. No. 978 P. Photo:
a) by Ana Sladojević, 2011. b) Original documentation photo.
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